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Abstract—It is estimated that over 1 billion Closed-Circuit
Television (CCTV) cameras are operational worldwide. The
advertised main benefits of CCTV cameras have always been
the same; physical security, safety, and crime deterrence. The
current scale and rate of deployment of CCTV cameras bring
additional research and technical challenges for CCTV forensics
as well, as for privacy enhancements.

This paper presents the first end-to-end system for CCTV
forensics and feasible privacy-enhancing applications such as
exposure measurement, CCTV route recovery, CCTV-aware
routing/navigation, and crowd-sourcing. For this, we developed
and evaluated four complex and distinct modules (CCTVCV [1],
OSRM-CCTV [2], BRIMA [3], CCTV-Exposure [4]), all of which
are novel, unique, peer-reviewed, and can be used either sepa-
rately or within an integrated end-to-end system such as CCTV-
FullyAware. We release all our artefacts as open-source/open
data. We hope our work will bootstrap policy-driving discussions
and large-scale applications such as CCTV forensics and privacy-
enhancing technologies.

Index Terms—machine learning, navigation, object detection,
privacy-enhancing technologies, video surveillance

I. INTRODUCTION

Closed-circuit television (CCTV) and video surveillance are

everywhere nowadays. This technology has become one of the

most ubiquitous in many cities, and it is nearly impossible to

travel without encountering several cameras [5], [6]. CCTV

cameras are a part of the modern city image; however, the

earliest recorded knowledge of a forerunner of the modern

CCTV camera is from 1927, when Leon Theremin installed

“distance vision“ cameras on Kremlin premises [7]. These

mechanical devices transmitted “images” of enough quality to

detect faces. From a cybersecurity perspective, CCTV cameras

and other video surveillance systems are not without issues as

they have been demonstrated to be susceptible to numerous

cyberattacks [8]. They are also infamous as the main building

blocks of the world-renown Mirai botnet [9], [10] due to the

generally lax security of IoT devices [11], [12]. The privacy

risks associated with CCTV cameras are also well estab-

lished [13]–[17]. However, objectively assessing the privacy

implications and risks of CCTV cameras is proving to be rather

strenuous [18]. Moreover, CCTV forensics challenges [19]

associated with the increasing number of CCTV cameras are

increasing and are well-known.

Nevertheless, ways exist to mitigate the CCTV forensics

challenges, the privacy risks, and the new technologies built

into CCTV cameras. For example, low-tech and straightfor-

ward methods such as clear plastic masks [20] or makeup [21]

are commonly used and promoted practices. However, as

face recognition and other computer vision (CV) technologies

advance, these methods cannot keep up with the arms race

as face recognition has nowadays proven to be accurate even

in detecting people wearing masks [22]. Other approaches

could be presented as high-technology methods such as CCTV

exposure and camera-aware navigation, as well as real-time

systems to alert users via wearable or carry-with technologies

of nearby cameras. These technologies require automation and

Computer Vision (CV) for accurate object detection, mapping,

localization, and counting cameras. These methods have been

proven in research [23]–[25]. However, to our knowledge, such

end-to-end CCTV-aware systems are non-existent as various

fundamental building blocks are currently missing.

This paper showcases an end-to-end system that can assist

with CCTV forensics (e.g. if a particular navigation route

went nearby any CCTV cameras. This can help, in turn,

to investigate criminal, humanitarian, and insurance cases by

quickly identifying the subset of CCTV cameras that would

be most interesting to capture evidence for the case), as

well as with the privacy-preserving CCTV-aware routing and

navigation system (e.g., to combat individuals’ malicious and

unwanted video recordings).

In this work, we explore the following applied research

questions:

• RQ1) What are the necessary separate components that

are both modular (i.e., can be used stand-alone to achieve

their results and answer their research questions) but that

are at the same time sufficient to be engineered together

for a value-added end-to-end system for privacy and

safety-enhancing applications working in a continuous

feedback loop.

• RQ2) What are the design and engineering principles,

steps, and challenges to achieving such an end-to-end

system based on the independent modular components?

Our main contributions to this work are:

1) First end-to-end system aiming toward feasible CCTV

forensics applications and privacy-enhancing CCTV-

aware exposure, routing, navigation, and crowd-sourcing.

2) Privacy-preserving CCTV-aware routing. giving users



control over where they are being filmed and making

conscious decisions to avoid these CCTV cameras.

3) Mapping of CCTV cameras. We developed a highly-

technical system to map security cameras found on street

view images to a navigation system map for privacy

routing and CCTV forensics applications.

4) Computer vision model to identify CCTV cameras from
street view images. Mapping cameras by hand would be

an enormous task with no end. Therefore, an automated

system is required, and we think using computer vision

is the proper solution.

5) Easy and fast annotation tool for CCTV cameras. The

training of our computer vision models requires a lot of

image data. The data requires validation and annotation.

Combining image gathering and annotation with an easy-

to-use browser extension is logical to proceed with dataset

gathering.

II. RELATED WORK

a) Routing, Navigation, and GPS-data: For open-source

mapping and routing projects, OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a

reputable choice. A lot of routing technology research [26]–

[31] base their projects on the OSM, because of the open-

source nature of it, free availability, and the editable maps

feature. Routing solutions for wheel-chair accessibility [32]–

[34] and day-arc based routes [35]–[37] are among the notable

research. Commonly, routing criteria are based on route dura-

tion, length, and congestion. However, Siriaraya et al. [38]

noticed alternative criteria for pedestrian routing based on

qualities such as safety, exploration, and pleasure. We derived

inspiration from previous day-arch routing research for our

two-mode routing (privacy and safety). The gist of Olaverri

Monreal et al. [35] routing solution was to avoid the sun.

Similarly, Ma [36], [39] had two routing modes – facing or

avoiding the sun. Even if it is sunny, trees can provide shade

on one’s travel, as Deilami et al. [37] noted in their research.

Safety and privacy routing modes are scratched upon in

previous research. Hirozaku et al. [40] incorporated street light

data into their routing solution, while Tessio et al. [41] set it

to find greener and quieter streets for pedestrian routing. GPS

data has been used for exposure modeling in many research

papers. One of the most fruitful areas of research for this idea

is the exposure to air pollutants, as it has been the subject

of several papers [42]–[46]. GPS data and sensors were also

used to measure soil radiation contamination in the Chornobyl

exclusion area [47].

b) Object Detection: In our research, we utilized two

premier object detection and classification frameworks –

Detectron2 [48] from FAIR (Facebook AI Research) and

MMDetection by K. Chen et al. [49]. Both frameworks are

modular and flexible for training and utilizing state-of-the-art

object detectors in single GPU systems and up top multi-node

supercomputer clusters. They are also feature-rich and offer

more straightforward tools on top of PyTorch and CUDA.

Our first model is based on ResNet split-attention networks

by H. Zhang et al. [50]. The authors implemented novel

split-attention blocks on top of the renowned Resnet back-

bone structure to enhance performance. The gist of the split-

attention blocks is to divide feature maps more granularly and

derive more representative features from these “splits” [50].

Our second model, based on DetectoRS by Qiao et al. [51],

features a Recursive Feature Pyramid (RFP) and Switchable

Atrous Convolution (SAC) mechanisms. RFP introduces feed-

back connections to achieve the “looking and thinking twice”

arrangement. On the other hand, SAC improves the handling

of objects of different scales [51].

Among the fast “real-time” object detectors, many versions

of YOLO (You Only Look Once) have been arguably the most

influential detectors. In 2020, Bochkovskiy et al. [52] proposed

the fourth iteration of YOLO. They introduced several new

features to the previous version 3 [53] and achieved 10%

increase in average precision and 12% increase in frames-per-

second in comparison. At the time, they stated state-of-the-art

accuracy (MS COCO AP) and speed (FPS) with reasonable

training system requirements, thus solidifying the anchor-

based one-stage (“one look”) methodology viability not only

in fast real-time detection but in all-around object detection

as well. As MS COCO [54] dataset features unlabeled (unan-

notated) data in addition to the labeled images, researchers

have started to utilize this data with semi-supervised learning

to improve their models’ detection accuracy. At the time of

writing, this model proposed by Xu et al. [55] is considered

state-of-the-art in MS COCO dataset entries [56].

c) Computer Vision Datasets: Recently, general object

detection competition has revolved around Microsoft’s Com-

mon Objects in Context (COCO, or MS COCO). The latest

update of MS COCO covers over 118,000 images with addi-

tional validation and testing datasets containing over 40,000

images. MS COCO consists of 80 different objects, such as

traffic lights; however, CCTV cameras are missing from the

list [57].

A famous general object detection challenge was held by

PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) [58] from 2005 to

2012 [59]. In 2012, the PASCAL VOC dataset had 20 object

classes for their datasets, and they provided over 11,000

images containing over 27,000 object instances [60]. In order

to increase the difficulty of the challenge, similar objects were

chosen [61].

ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge

(ILSVRC) [62] is an annual general object classification

and detection challenge which started in 2010. The vision

was to follow PASCAL VOC [58] and create a challenging

competition. ImageNet contains over 1.2 million from training

and over 150,000 images for validation and testing. ImageNet

dataset has 1,000 classification classes; however, the authors

initially chose 200 for challenge purposes [62].

Open Images Dataset V6 is a substantial general-purpose

dataset containing over 9 million images with over 15 million

annotated objects [63]. The project hosts an annual competi-

tion (Robust Vision Challenges) to maintain development in

the object detection field [64].

The Mappilary Vistas work by Neuhold et al. [65] presented



a novel large-scale dataset built from about 25,000 street-level

images. The images in the dataset were annotated into 66

object categories, while 37 object classes also have additional

instance-specific annotations. However, this dataset contained

less than 20 image instances of CCTV cameras, which is not

enough to build a reliable and representative CV model out of

it, and the authors did not attempt to build a CV model for

CCTV camera detection, among other things. In comparison,

our CCTVCV dataset offers manually reviewed and annotated

10, 419 CCTV camera instances. Recently, Sheng et al. [66]

got inspired by our early CCTVCV work [1] and attempted to

estimate the prevalence of surveillance cameras in 16 major

cities. They built their CV models, which provided an accuracy

rate of up to 93%, almost 6% less accurate than our CCTVCV

model that we developed one year before their work. In a

similar yet distinct direction, Buzzo [67] collected images of

CCTV surveillance warning signs. To date, the author did not

build a CV model out of it, and its main scope was an artistic-

perspective exploration of surveillance in modern society.

d) Image Annotation: There are a plethora of image

annotation tools available. Tools such as PhotoStuff [68]

and LabelMe [69] are commonly used in research. Many

of the annotation tools utilize annotation formats from large

commonly used datasets (see Section II-0c) and from popular

CV frameworks such as You Only Look Once (YOLO) [53].

LabelImg [70] is a Python-based annotation tool for Pas-

calVOC [58] and YOLO [53] formats. Labelme by Wada [71]

has taken inspiration from LabelImg; however, they added

support for MS COCO [57] JSON format.

Machine learning and automation have also been utilized

in annotation tools. For example, Ilastik [72], [73] is such a

tool with image analysis capabilities, and ByLabel [74] brings

semi-automatic labeling to the annotation field. Annotation

tools have also been introduced to the portable device space

as Wilhelm et al. [75] presented an annotation tool for mobile

phones. For a more in-depth look at annotation tools, Han-

bury [76] and Dasiopoulou et al. [77] provide in-depth surveys

with an excellent choice of such tools.

e) Crowd-sourcing for Mapping and Image Annotation:
As mapping and image annotation are laborious tasks on a

large scale, crowd-sourcing is an obvious efficient way of man-

aging the effort. With crowd-sourcing, the handlers can spread

a simple task to many collaborators to cut down the amount

of work for an individual. Su et al. [78] presented a system

for bounding-box annotation via crowd-sourcing. However, to

maintain quality and coverage, there are significant challenges

that need to be addressed [76], [79]. One of such hurdles is the

variance between annotator work quality and reliability [78]–

[80].

III. SYSTEM CONCEPT

The challenge we envisioned was to create a system that

would map CCTV cameras from street view images (both

automatically and using manual crowd-sourcing) and then use

that foundation for CCTV forensics and privacy-preserving

routing options for navigation users. This high-level challenge

had many nested challenges, which we treated as separate

system components. In Fig. 1, we present our system concept.

Fig. 1: Architecture of our end-to-end system for privacy-enhancing CCTV-
aware routing, navigation, crowd-sourcing.

Our system operates on multiple concurrent processes to

reach our end goal. We have three modules working together

to serve three kinds of users and/or contributors. CCTVCV,

our state-of-the-art CV object detection module (see Sec-

tion IV-A), works with our annotation module BRIMA (see

Section IV-B) to serve automatic detection of CCTV cameras

for the annotation users but it also receives new training

images from the annotation module. Our CV model also finds

cameras from street view images fed through image-gathering

algorithms (web-scrapers). We can capture geolocation data by

parsing the URL using street view images. This addition helps

us map cameras automatically and feed the data to our routing

module (see Section IV-D). With the images and annotation

data gathered from our annotation module, we can periodically

retrain (transfer train) our CV model to further improve the

results.

We have also developed a mobile-friendly version of our

annotation tool for quick and easy camera mapping on the go.

With Global Positioning System (GPS)-enabled devices, we

can capture camera locations accurately.

Although our system is far from production-ready, we have

already achieved encouraging preliminary results from our

modules (see Section IV).

IV. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

In this section, we will elaborate on the findings of the

individual system component papers. We will present the

module and the preliminary results for each of them.

A. CCTVCV: Computer vision model for CCTV recognition

A vast database of camera locations and their attributes is

required for the CCTV-aware routing option to be viable. Lo-

cating cameras manually, even with significant crowd-sourcing

efforts, is not feasible on a large scale. Companies such



as Google and OpenStreetMap (OSM) produce and update

street view mapping on a vast scale. Therefore, we argue that

the most feasible and relatively accurate camera mapping is

conducted with street view imagery. A CV object detector is

required for this effort, for example, CCTVCV [1].

Our CV object detection model building consisted of four

stages – dataset gathering with annotation, training environ-

ment setup, model training, and model testing. We ended up

training and evaluating several models; however, for this paper,

we only present the latest results [1].

Our best detectors were built using 8,387 images, which

were manually reviewed and annotated to contain 10,419

CCTV camera instances, and achieved an accuracy rate of up

to 98.7%. For a detailed description of the models themselves,

we reference the interested readers to Section II-0b, where

we extensively introduce existing works and their respective

publications.

B. BRIMA: Image annotation tools for computer vision train-
ing data

Computer vision, image processing, and object detection

research often require large datasets of images. As these efforts

usually involve supervised learning, the objects in the images

are needed to be annotated. In many cases, existing datasets are

insufficient for the research; therefore, fast and easy tools are

required for data gathering and annotation. Often, these tools

can be cumbersome by offering many features, mandating

an installation, and requiring a particular operating system.

These issues can cause overhead on the research efforts. Image

annotation tools are not scarce as multiple tools have been

developed over the last decade [68]–[71], [81]–[83]. However,

for our CCTV-aware project, we required our in-house built

tool for our purposes and needs [3] as none of the existing tools

allowed to capture annotations from “in-browser viewport”

while navigating the Internet and street view pages.

Our BRowser-only Image Annotation tool (BRIMA) assists

researchers by enabling a fast and easy way to create high-

quality annotated image datasets for custom requirements. The

annotation happens directly in the browser with our tool and

thus does not require any installation. Our tool will work

on any operating system with big-brand browser support.

This feature enables the user to annotate any image on web

pages and does not require additional pre-downloads. Our tool

supports standard MS COCO [57] annotation format for com-

patibility with many common CV frameworks and pipelines.

The predetermined requirements for our tool were; an easy

User Interface (UI) and straightforward User Experience (UX)

as well as a minimal setup as a browser add-on [3].

C. CCTV-Exposure: Measuring exposure to CCTV surveil-
lance based on real-time and historical geo-location data and
GPS tracks

The purpose of the CCTV-Exposure [4] module is to provide

end-users with estimates to what degree the particular user

has been exposed to CCTV surveillance based on the real-

time and historical geolocation data from the user. We refer

to the module as a “dosage meter” for CCTV. In essence, the

module works as follows. The user either pro-actively supplies

a GPS track file (e.g., GPS Exchange Format format [GPX])

or provides application access to their location history. The

information is delivered to the CCTV-Exposure module for

processing.

Technically our CCTV-Exposure module works as follows.

The module searches through all the GPX points within the

input data and cross-checks their distance to the cameras’

location. For a more granular inspection of exposure, we

interpolate more data points between the input data points to

increase the accuracy of the results. In Fig. 2, we show a

sample route through the city center. The blue points are data

points from the GPX, and the red dots are camera locations.

In Fig. 3, we highlight our data interpolation. Blue markers

are GPX data points, and the red marker is a camera in the

range of the points. The orange markers indicate interpolated

points also in the camera range, which we calculated toward

the previous and the next GPX points. We add these data to

the exposure results. As both of the blue GPX data points

in the example are within the range of the camera, we do not

need to calculate interpolated points between them as the route

between the points is a straight line, and the camera should,

therefore, cover all of the distance.

Fig. 2: Sample route in the city center of Jyväskylä [4]

Fig. 3: Interpolated points for granular exposure calculation [4]



D. OSRM-CCTV: Open-source CCTV-aware routing and nav-
igation system

Our routing setup is based on the Open Source Routing
Machine (OSRM) [84], the profiles [85] built for it, and the

traffic update [86] module. OSRM supports both privacy-first

routing (i.e., route planning to avoid CCTV cameras on the

route) and safety-first routing (i.e., route planning to route

maximally where CCTV cameras are located). Inherently,

the “privacy-first” and “safety-first” routing modes are just

descriptive names, and we do not guarantee any actual privacy

or safety. As detailed in OSRM-CCTV paper [87], we leave

the large-scale quantitative and qualitative evaluation of both

privacy-first and safety-first for immediate future work in a

separate publication.
Our routing process is two-fold. First, an OSM file contain-

ing CCTV camera nodes, entrance and exit nodes of CCTV

camera field-of-view, and OSM “ways” with a width property

is created. For our routing capabilities, the width of the way is

important as cameras can be avoided by, for example, walking

across the street. Second, the processed file is loaded in Open

Source Routing Machine (OSRM) [2], [84], [88].
For the routing backend, we run our OSRM-CCTV fork

from the baseline Open Street Routing Machine (OSRM) [84],

[88] project. We apply the standard backend [89] as features,

such as blocking tags and traffic updates, are favorable for our

project.
We identify over a dozen properties that affect the function-

ality and performance of the cameras. Many of these properties

can be manually changed within the software. Cameras have

different technical properties, settings, and recognition under

the same conditions and can vary significantly [18]. Pixel

Per Meter (PPM), or Pixel Per Foot (PPF), is a measure that

can characterize the image detail a digital camera or imaging

sensor can offer. Consequently, video surveillance tasks are

assigned a minimum PPM for adequate operation [18]. Euro-

pean Standard EN 62676-4:2015 [90] depicts requirements for

various video surveillance tasks. According to the researchers

and the CCTV manufacturing companies, on average with

surveillance grade cameras, people can be detected and tracked

from 25 to 50 meters away, but face recognition requires a

shorter distance of 15 to 20 meters [91], [92].
1) Results with real-world examples: Here we present a

few real-world example on how our privacy-mode and safety-
mode work on our CCTV-aware routing system in Jyväskylä,

Finland, where we had manually mapped 450 CCTV cameras

(see Fig. 4). All of the examples feature privacy-mode and

safety-mode examples with the same start and end points [2].
In Figs. 5 and 6, we see our first example with exceptional

results. The privacy route can avoid all the camera nodes and

still arrive at the destination with privacy intact. In contrast,

the safety route takes the shortest route while being in the

cameras’ field-of-view as much as possible [2].
The second example (Figs. 7 and 8) showcases how the

privacy route (Fig. 7) needs to cross the street in order to

avoid being recorded by a CCTV camera, while safety route

(Fig. 8) stays in the spotlight the whole way [2].

Fig. 4: Mapped cameras across the city center of Jyväskylä, Finland.

Fig. 5: OSRM-CCTV run with privacy-mode avoids all CCTV cameras in the
downtown of Jyväskylä, Finland [2].)

V. SYSTEM WORKFLOW AND CAPABILITIES

As our end-to-end system has several interactive modules,

we will present the system workflow based on the actions

performed within the system.

a) Camera exposure: With our camera database and

the CCTV-Exposure module, we can calculate the exposure

distance and time for users who supply historical or on-

demand data to the system. We call this procedure calculating

the “CCTV dosage”, which can help users further analyze their

routes. For example, this can be used to analyze both future

predictions and past retrospects, if a particular navigation route

went nearby any CCTV cameras. This can help, in turn,

investigate criminal, humanitarian, and insurance cases, e.g.,

by quickly identifying the subset of CCTV cameras that would

be most interesting to capture evidence for the case.

b) Navigation and routing: Routing and navigation from

an OSM-capable CCTV-aware navigation system are simple

for the navigation user. As with any other standard routing

option (i.e., walking, driving), the user selects either privacy



Fig. 6: OSRM-CCTV run with safety-mode routes straight through the fields of
vision of multiple CCTV cameras in the downtown of Jyväskylä, Finland [2].

Fig. 7: OSRM-CCTV run with privacy-mode avoids all CCTV cameras in the
downtown of Jyväskylä, Finland. Near the green marker on the right side of
the image, OSRM-CCTV switches to the opposite side of the road to avoid
nearby CCTV cameras [2].)

or safety -mode from the application and sets their route.

Based on the user selection, the application chooses a routing

server (or a local file) that corresponds to the selection, as

the configuration file must be loaded beforehand. The routing

engine performs the route in the range of feasibility.

c) Annotation: As our annotation tools work on a

browser, there is no installation. The add-on is added to the

existing browser, and the server configuration is set with a

config file. The tool can work with any web page. However,

if metadata collection is required, some setup is mandatory.

Nevertheless, all of this setup can be done, for example, by a

crowd-sourcing administrator; therefore, the users only need

to use the supplied config file.

Users can capture an image with a “print-screen” button

press when users have enabled the tool. When the capture

is detected, annotation options come forth for the user. They

can use segmentation to annotate their object, select appro-

priate options, and push the work to the server via the API.

Fig. 8: OSRM-CCTV run with safety-mode chooses the its route to route
through the fields of vision of multiple CCTV cameras in the downtown of
Jyväskylä [2].

Bounding-box annotations are automatically calculated by the

tool. The server saves the image and the annotations in MS

COCO format.

d) Auto-detection annotation: For auto-detection-

enabled annotation, the process is similar to standard

annotation. However, the “autodetect”-button is now enabled

in the UI. In this case, the image the user captured is

sent to the backend for processing with the CV model. If

model-defined objects are found, the annotations are sent back

to the user for modification and approval. The user selects

related meta-data from the supplied options and sends the

image and annotation to the server like a typical annotation.

e) Mapping contribution: For mapping contribution

users, the idea is to have users report cameras via the same

OSM-capable navigation system they use for navigation and

routing. The intent is to have a mode in the system where users

can pinpoint a camera location, attach an image of it (street

view or live image), and supply other camera metadata. An-

other camera mapping process could be automatic mappings

via mobile devices. These features are yet to be fully integrated

and tested at the time of writing, and the integration is left to

future work.

f) Object detection model update: One of the core con-

cepts of our end-to-end system is endless update capability.

New data is gathered from automatic street view image

scrapers or the annotation tool to upgrade the CV model.

Data from the annotation tool is already in the correct format,

and the data can be processed quickly and included in the

training dataset for the next training session. Web-scraped

images require “pseudo-labeling” (using our existing model

to annotate the images) before adding them to any datasets.

This operation can be set as a batch process that can be run,

for example, as a certain amount of images is gathered.

For a future feature, we could utilize recent semi-supervised

object detection model frameworks (such as presented in

Section II-0b) to appropriately apply the “pseudo-labeled”

annotations to the dataset for enhanced model progression.

g) Update camera locations to the mapping module:
Once updated camera mapping has been gathered, the camera

locations can be easily updated on a routing server where the

system administrator needs only to replace the configuration



file. The configuration file can be generated with the server by

supplying a new dataset of cameras and running our update

scripts.

h) Challenges and disadvantages:

• Cost and scalability challenges: our system requires con-

tinuous crowd-sourcing efforts. Also, system monitoring

by humans cannot be eliminated to ensure the proper

functioning of the system.

• Accuracy challenges: our system requires continuous

monitoring and improvement of the ML models. This pro-

cess is resource intensive and can lead to data poisoning

attacks (e.g., [93]).

• Privacy challenges: though the system works in fully

anonymous mode, it requires users to upload potentially

privacy-sensitive data that could, in theory, be used to

deanonymize parts of the user identity (e.g., CCTV-

Exposure GPS tracks).

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the first end-to-end system aiming for

feasible privacy-enhancing and CCTV forensics applications

for CCTV-aware exposure, routing, navigation, and crowd-

sourcing. For this, we developed and evaluated four com-

plex and distinct modules (CCTVCV, OSRM-CCTV, BRIMA,

CCTV-Exposure), all of which are novel and unique and can

be used either separately or within an integrated end-to-end

system. We leave the large-scale quantitative and qualitative

evaluation of the CCTV-FullyAware end-to-end scenarios for

immediate future work in a separate publication. We release

all our artefacts as open-source/open data. We hope our

work will bootstrap policy-driving discussions and large-scale

applications, e.g., CCTV forensics and privacy-enhancing tech.
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